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The Program, “It’s About Change”, Inc., is an independent, 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization

committed to providing resources and encouragement to ex-offenders reentering our community.

With offices in Harrisburg and York, Pennsylvania, our experienced staff offers an array of evidence-

based, high-quality programs and services to men and women returning home from incarceration.

Because the first days, weeks, and months of freedom to a returning citizen are the most critical to

their success, we are determined to provide resources to individuals looking to re-establish a

productive life after incarceration.

ABOUT OUR ORGANIZATION

OUR MISSION
To serve and support individuals involved with the criminal justice system to prevent recidivism and

promote productive, crime-free lives.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Program, It’s About Change Board of Directors manages the general business affairs of The

PROGRAM, including but not limited to overseeing staff, maintaining the organization’s fiscal health,

and developing and implementing The PROGRAM’s strategic plan.

York Office
220 East King Street, Suite 1

York, PA 17403

717 238 9950

Harrisburg Office
1515 Derry Street

Harrisburg, PA 17401

717 238 9950

LOCATIONS



FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

TOTAL REVENUE
$748,000

TOTAL EXPENSES
$662,000

WHERE DID THE MONEY GO?

62%
PROGRAM
SERVICES

38%
SUPPORTIVE

SERVICES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS OF JUNE 30, 2022

ASSETS
Current and other assets: $249,111

Property and Equipment: $587,432

Other Assets: $29,837

TOTAL ASSETS: $866,380

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current and long-term liabilities: $357,158

Net Assets: $509,222

TOTAL: $866,380
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2021 - 2022 OVERALL AGENCY IMPACT
During the 2021 - 2022 fiscal year, The

PROGRAM provided services to a total of 180

unique clients between the Harrisburg and

York offices. In the pages that follow,

statistics will be provided about the clients

we served.

HOW WE SERVED OUR CLIENTS THIS YEAR

During the 2021 - 2022 fiscal year, The PROGRAM continued to observe our client's ongoing

difficulties related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Ongoing and increased challenges finding safe and

stable housing amidst a turbulent housing market throughout the fiscal year clearly impacted the

clients The PROGRAM serves.  Despite the challenges, this fiscal year was successful in continuing to

highlight the importance of providing supportive reentry services in order to aid clients in managing

difficult, challenging and ever-changing situations.
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2021 - 2022 OVERALL AGENCY IMPACT
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2021 - 2022 HARRISBURG OFFICE IMPACT

GENDER EDUCATION

Male Female
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2021 - 2022 YORK OFFICE IMPACT

GENDER EDUCATION

Male Female
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COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL INTERVENTION
COGNITIVE
BEHAVIORAL
INTERVENTION
CLIENTS SERVED12

Changing Perceptions through Cognitive
Behavioral Intervention

The PROGRAM's Cognitive Behavioral Intervention program is built upon an evidence-based

curriculum that aids clients as they transition home from incarceration.  During the cognitive

behavioral intervention program, clients explore topics including establishing and maintaining

healthy relationships, exploring the ripple effects of responsible and irresponsible behavior, improving

communication, managing difficult feelings, individuals’ abilities to change how they think in order to

alter their attitudes and behaviors, and strategies to help stay on track with positive changes and

prepare for warning signs that could lead away from positive change efforts.

Cognitive Behavioral Intervention is a skills-based, present-focused and goal-oriented approach that

targets the thinking styles and behavioral patterns that cause and maintain undesired behavior and

mood. Cognitive skills are used to identify the typical "thinking traps" that clients engage in and CBI

aims at getting the client to commit to and consider the evidence more fairly.

CBI
CHANGING PERCEPTIONS BEHAVIORS

What we do affects
how we think and feel

THOUGHTS
What we think affects

how we feel and act

EMOTIONS
What we feel affects
how we think and act

The goals of Cognitive Behavioral

Interventions are to help clients

distinguish between thoughts and

feelings; become aware of how their

thoughts influence feelings in ways

that are not helpful; and develop skills

to notice, interrupt and intervene at

the level of automatic thoughts in

order to decrease interpersonal and

functional impairments.



FAMILY REUNIFICATION

Empowering Parents & Strengthening Families
The PROGRAM implements evidence-based strategies to meet the unique, gender-specific needs and

challenges of parents returning home after incarceration. Because every family is different, our

philosophy is not “one-size-fits-all.” We tailor our services around the unique needs of our clients. Our

flexibility allows for individualized sessions for clients, their children and family members. Our

evidence-based parenting curricula allow trained staff to provide comprehensive assessments,

regular evaluations and sessions; parenting classes, parent support groups, family support groups

and spousal or significant other groups; goal setting, emotion regulation and parenting strategies for

different age groups. Staff at The PROGRAM work to meet the individual, unique needs of each and

every family by offering flexible scheduling, coordination to satisfy court-mandated stipulations and

specialized sessions or groups when necessary.

FAMILY
REUNIFICATION
CLIENTS
SERVED7
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"Life can be hard. It’s all about the choices we make. Sometimes we
make bad choices, and sometimes we have to deal with the
consequences. I used to be a lot of things, but my God meets me
where I’m at. The PROGRAM believed in me when no one else did, and
for that, my family and I are forever grateful. Thank you so much for
your love and support." - Anonymous Family Reunification Client

A family doesn't need to be perfect.
It just needs to be united.



Sydney is a single mother who was motivated to be the best mother
she could be. As a result, Sydney successfully completed The
PROGRAM’s York County Family Reunification program in March
2022. Sydney has had to overcome certain challenges and her
determination continues to shine through. Sydney works many over
time hours to provide for her family, but, when it came to her
participation in the Family Reunification program, she was consistent
and committed. Sydney shared that the Family Reunification
program afforded her the opportunity to “open up in a way that [she]
had not in a while.” Sydney spoke often about her son and how much
she desired to be everything he needed her to be. She spoke often
about some of the sacrifices she has had to make not only for his
protection, but also so that he may flourish in his environment.

FAMILY REUNIFICATION - YORK COUNTY

A Partnership To Support York County Women
Since embarking on a partnership with York County Prison, York County Probation and the York

County Reentry Coalition to bring family reunification services to women involved with the criminal

justice system in York County in early 2021, The PROGRAM has provided reentry services, including

individualized case management services, gender-specific parenting classes and connections with

Mentors in community in order to support women as they rebuild their lives after incarceration.

Utilizing the Parenting Inside Out (PIO) curriculum, which is the only parenting program in the

country developed for justice-involved parents, The PROGRAM continues to provide cognitive-

behavioral parent management skills training which includes role play, effective communication

exercises, practice on emotion regulation, and establishment of pro-social goals. During the 2021 -

2022 fiscal year, The PROGRAM served 32 York County women through it's York County Family

Reunification program.

SHARON JAYNES

"Successful mothers are not
the ones who never

struggled. They are the
ones that never give up,
despite the struggles."

YORK COUNTY
FAMILY
REUNIFICATION
CLIENTS SERVED32



"HOME AGAIN" MOTHER'S DAY BRUNCH
On Sunday, May 1, 2022, The PROGRAM hosted a Mother's Day brunch for women involved with the

York County Family Reunification program as well as women residing at York County Prison's Work

Release center. The event was held at Keystone Kidspace in York, PA and proved to be a wonderful

way to unite and celebrate mothers!



HARRISBURG

6 CLIENTS HOUSED

$22,300 PAID IN RENT

YORK

6 CLIENTS HOUSED

$20,985 PAID IN RENT

12 TOTAL CLIENTS HOUSED

$43,285 PAID IN RENT

$3,607.08 AVERAGE RENTAL ASSISTANCE PROVIDED PER CLIENT

HOUSING ASSISTANCE
HOUSING
ASSISTANCE
CLIENTS
SERVED67

Harrisburg York
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"While participating in The PROGRAM's Housing Assistance
program, I have gained a sense of accomplishment and
ownership. My bills are paid, in full, on time. I own things that I
am not willing to lose. I have maintained full-time employment.
Working with The PROGRAM has given me hope. The PROGRAM
has allowed me to reconnect with my family and prove to them
that I can be successful." - William R., Housing Assistance
Client



HOUSING ASSISTANCE - YORK COUNTY

Inspiring Others By Sharing Successes
On 2/22/2022, one of The PROGRAM's successful York County Housing Assistance clients, Bryan M.,

shared his story during the quarterly York County Reentry Coalition meeting. During the meeting,

Bryan shared, "There are going to be many challenges coming from incarceration. The challenges

that are there are really difficult. Being able to put an address on a job application is very important.

And I really appreciate that this program is there. And that the people want to help people like me.

Without this key piece of the puzzle, this foundation being built, a lot things in my life wouldn't be

getting better right now."

17 TOTAL CLIENTS HOUSED $95,104.65 PAID IN RENT

$5,594.39 AVERAGE RENTAL ASSISTANCE PROVIDED PER CLIENT

JAN  SCHAKOWSKY

"There is a lot that happens
around the world we cannot
control...but when we know

where the hungry, the
homeless and the sick exist,

then we can help."

YORK COUNTY
HOUSING
ASSISTANCE
CLIENTS SERVED34

Bryan went on to share, "I would definitely say that with the program in

place, everything else was definitely more doable. Housing was definitely

my biggest hurdle. Everything else after that, I can come home and sit

down and think about it. If I'm getting overwhelmed, I can come home

and think about how to handle it different. I can start to look at things

like my relationship with my kids. This program has helped me come

back into relations with my children that I've been separated from for 20

years. This program is the reason for that."
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Our Mentoring program strives to provide our clients with the opportunities to strengthen their lives

by building trusting relationships with Mentors who offer guidance, encouragement and non-

judgmental support. The PROGRAM values and respects the dreams, visions and goals that our

clients develop as they strive to become positive and productive citizens in our community. Staff-

assisted goal planning provides clients with available resources to promote a stable family structure

and successful route toward self-sufficiency after incarceration. Clients are able to take part in one-

on-one, group or combination sessions while participating in mentoring services with The PROGRAM.

MENTORING

We Rise By Lifting Others

MENTORING
CLIENTS
SERVED7

Sharing Lived Experience By Giving Back
In May 2022, CEO AliceAnne Frost and The PROGRAM Mentor DaShawn Harrison were featured on

Fox43. By being one of The PROGRAM's invaluable Mentors, Harrison uses his experience as a

successful ex-offender to offer hope to individuals who are returning home after involvement with the

criminal justice system.

Mentorships for ex-offenders have

the potential to be incredibly

positive and valuable

relationships. These relationships

based on shared lived experience

can provide a safe and trusted

space that many individuals

leaving prison may not otherwise

have.



On Saturday, September 25, 2021, The PROGRAM hosted

a reentry-focused community event organized by The

PROGRAM's Mentor Coordinator Trina Waters. The goal

of the event was to provide support, guidance and

resources to individuals and their families as well as free

face painting, food and speakers. Among the featured

speakers were two of The PROGRAM's former successful

Mentoring clients - Kurt Danysh and Kevin Herculson -

as well as Harrisburg City Councilman Dave Madsen. The

featured speakers shared their lived experiences as well

as their aspirations and hopes for individuals returning

to our community after being released from

incarceration. The event was well-attended, the weather

was beautiful and even the City of Harrisburg's Mayor

Wanda Williams was able to stop by to show her support

of The PROGRAM's mission! Special thanks to Members

1st Federal Credit Union's sponsorship which helped to

make this event a success!

BEING SEEN IN OUR COMMUNITY



On Tuesday, April 26, 2022, The PROGRAM participated in a Virtual Reentry Fair hosted by the

Pennsylvania Department of Corrections that was broadcast live at the State Correctional Institution

at Muncy.  During the Virtual Reentry Fair, inmates currently incarcerated in the state's system were

provided with opportunities to obtain information from employers and service providers throughout

the state.  

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Tackling Employment Barriers
Our Workforce Development program strives to eliminate barriers associated with securing and

maintaining employment for our clients. We are able to provide a wide range of services including

assistance in acquiring forms of identification; assistance in acquiring a GED or High School Diploma

(in partnership with affiliates); work-related transportation, interview clothing, work uniforms, steel-

toes boots, two-way radios and non-slip shoes when required.

Embracing Technology To Support Our Mission

Incarcerated individuals were also provided

an opportunity to ask questions, in real-time,

to employers and service providers and

receive answers to better prepare for their

return home after incarceration.

More than 150 incarcerated but soon-to-be-

released women attended the Virtual Reentry

Fair and inquired about services The

PROGRAM may be able to provide upon their

return to the community.

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT
CLIENTS
SERVED13
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NaZyiah is freshman in high school who was referred to The
PROGRAM’s Project Future Focus Youth Reentry Program by
her School Counselor. At the time of her referral, NaZyiah
was struggling with recent expulsion, loss of motivation to
complete school assignments at home and low school
grades. NaZyiah self-set goals to improve her grades by
completing assignments and exams. She worked hard and,
within two weeks, NaZyiah was on her path to being
promoted to the next grade level. She successfully got
caught up on all her assignments and was a few points shy
of earning Honor Roll. NaZyiah is a bright young lady, and
her smile lights up the room. She has proven that whatever
she puts her mind to, she can achieve.

YOUTH REENTRY

Expanding Capacity & Supporting Youth
Since The PROGRAM expanded its reentry work to include providing reentry services to youth clients

in early 2021, The PROGRAM has continued to increase it's capacity to serve and support youth

involved with the criminal justice system.  The PROGRAM's Youth Outreach Specialist works directly

with youth clients and their families during the reentry period to establish and implement a viable

aftercare plan, coordinate access to supportive services, and ensure school enrollment and stability. 

 Youth aftercare plans focus on family / guardian / kin supports; probation; behavioral health needs;

school enrollment and stability; community-based or extra-curricular activities; and any other area of

need for the youth client and / or the youth’s family. During the 2021 - 2022 fiscal year, The PROGRAM

served 17 youth reentry clients and anticipates that number continuing to grow!

R I TA  P IERSON

"Every child deserves a
champion: an adult who

will never give up on them,
who understands the

power of connection and
insists they become the

best they can possibly be."

YOUTH
REENTRY
CLIENTS
SERVED17



2021 - 2022 YEAR IN REVIEW
On September 25, 2021, The PROGRAM's Housing

Case Manager Samantha Brong attended Dauphin
County’s Recovery Day. The event featured 25

service providers in Dauphin County at Reservoir

Park in Harrisburg, PA. The PROGRAM had a table

at this event which included free pens with contact

information for The PROGRAM, brochures with all

the services The PROGRAM provides and a sweet

piece of candy for all. 

On Wednesday, November 17, 2021,

The PROGRAM’s Director of

Operations Alexis Gosik hosted six
Future Leaders of York at The
PROGRAM’s York Office. During the

session, Future Leaders of York

students were able to obtain

information about The PROGRAM’s

mission and operations and get

answers to some of their great

questions.

On December 16, 2021, The Program’s CEO, AliceAnne

Frost, Director of Operations, Alexis Gosik, and Lead

Mentor, Barry Coleman, thankfully accepted a
donation from the Dauphin County Commissioners
in order to support The PROGRAM’s mission. The

donation resulted from the 25th Annual Charity Golf

Outing that aims to raise money to support worthy

causes within our community. More than $50,000 was

raised during the golf outing in Dauphin County!



2021 - 2022 YEAR IN REVIEW
On Tuesday, January 11, 2022, The PROGRAM's

Youth Outreach Specialist Kiuana Henderson

participated in a career and resource fair in York.

The goal of the fair was to engage youth starting

at age 14 to provide connections to employer and

other service providers who work with and assist

youth reentrants. Youth and families poured into

the event to connect with employers and other

service providers and had the opportunity to

complete and submit applications on the spot. 

On Friday, May 6, 2022 The PROGRAM

participated in Give Local York 2022. The

PROGRAM's Youth Outreach Specialist Kiuana

Henderson and Housing Case Manager

Samantha Brong took to Facebook Live to

encourage the community to consider

contributing to The PROGRAM on the annual

day of charitable giving. The PROGRAM
received $3,380 from 32 generous donors
during Give Local York 2022.

On April 1, 2022, SalonCentric in York, PA made a generous
donation of 9 boxes of shampoo, conditioner and other
hair products which provided The PROGRAM's clients with

the security of knowing their personal hygiene needs

would be met. SalonCentric also donated 30 gift
certificates for free hams or turkeys in advance of the

Easter holiday. As a result, The PROGRAM was able to

provide 30 client families with the holiday meal staples. The

PROGRAM would like to give a special shout out to Rick

Serpa for making this possible.

(CONTINUED)



THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS
The Program, It's About Change is committed to providing resources, services, support and hope to

individuals returning home after incarceration.  But, we can't do it alone.  With ongoing support of our

partners, The PROGRAM is able to help rebuild lives, strengthen families and provide hope in the

darkest of days.  And, we cannot thank our partners enough.


